
 

 

Solar Street Light Installation Manual 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Fixture Overview & Troubleshooting Guide: 

  

 

Pole Installation Specifications Overview: 

  

 

 

 



Materials List, Per Light: 

From Tenkoo: 

1x Tenkoo T-Series Plus 80-watt solar light fixture. 

 

From Local Plumbing Supplier: 

1x 21’ galvanized steel pole 3” diameter with one end threaded and capped. 

 

From Home Depot: 

6x 10’ #4 rebar sections ½” diameter. 

6x rebar caps. 

1x 48” x 12” concrete forming tube. 

8x 50lb bags of concrete mix. 

 

Pre-Installation: 

Step 1: Assess existing condition of street lighting throughout the community by driving the streets at 

night and shooting continuous video and following up by taking photos of all lights during daytime. 

Step 2: Print a copy of the community map and use a marker to identify the exact locations of existing 

street lights and current working status. 

Step 3: Work with Project Manager to identify locations for addition of new fixtures – roughly 125’ apart 

on alternating sides of the street – including 5’ setback from street and/or any other structures for each 

specific location. Fixture location should also take into consideration avoiding excessive tree cover and 

deterring crime. 

Step 4: Project Manager will place order for light fixtures to be delivered to the community. 

Step 5: Identify 2-3 local plumbing supply stores and obtain quotes for 21’ sections of 3” diameter 

galvanized steel pole with capped end, including any bulk quantity price breaks. Review prices with PM 

and place order. 

Step 6: Purchase or order materials required for number of identified install locations from Home Depot, 

including cement mix, rebar sections, rebar end caps and cement forming tubes. 

Step 7: Review underground utility infrastructure around install locations before digging, call 811. 

 

 

 

https://www.homedepot.com/p/Weyerhaeuser-1-2-in-x-10-ft-4-Rebar-05366/202094293
https://www.homedepot.com/p/PrimeSource-Osha-Steel-Reinforced-Rebar-Cap-CAPOSHAEAR/100323493
https://www.homedepot.com/p/SAKRETE-12-in-x-48-in-Tube-for-Concrete-200077374/100324386?MERCH=REC-_-pipinstock-_-203300156-_-100324386-_-N
https://call811.com/


Installation Instructions: 

Step 1: At identified location, dig out a 4’ deep hole, 12” in diameter. 

  

Step 2: Turn the power switch on the light fixture to ‘on’ and mount the fixture to the top of the pole so 

that the upper bracket is just below the cap on the end of the pole. 

  

Step 3: Place the concrete forming tube around the pole, taping it up and out of the way, and lower the 

pole into the prepared hole. Plan this step carefully to ensure safety. Minimum of 3 people required. 

  



Step 4: Prepare concrete mix and pour to fill hole around pole to ground level. 

  

Step 5: Cut the rebar sections down to 7’8” height, place plastic caps on one end of each section and 

lower the capped ends to place the 6 sections of rebar around the pole, 2” from the sides, so they sit on 

the bottom of the hole and extend nearly 4’ above ground. 

  

Step 6: Ensure that the pole is set perfectly vertically using a level and supports to hold it in place while 

the concrete sets. 

  



Step 7: Once the below-grade concrete has set, lower the concrete forming tube into place around the 

exposed rebar, use tape or string to hold the rebar in 2” from the sides of the tube, prepare concrete 

mix, pour to fill the forming tube to the top, smooth the top and tap the sides with a mallet. 

  

Step 8: Once the above-grade concrete has set, cut the forming tube vertically and remove it. 

  

  


